Much of the historical record of AI is found in text hard copy, videos, and to a small extent, audio tapes and photographs. Demos, interviews, and lectures on videotape supplement the written record. AAAI is not set up to undertake the expensive, long-term commitment to be an archive of the physical materials themselves. Digitizing may play a part in our efforts, and it is worthwhile in itself (especially for pedagogical purposes), but digitizing is not necessarily archiving. There is a need to coordinate with institutional archives that will preserve material in proper environmental conditions, in perpetuity, which is an expensive, longterm commitment. However, the AAAI can maintain a virtual archive so historians can locate original materials easily and researchers can read original materials without traveling to a major library or archive.
Many archivists at university libraries and historical institutions are already preserving the hardcopy publications of individual scientists whose work has been influential in the development of AI. For example, AAAI is shipping hard copies of AAAI Press publications (printed on acid-free paper), including conference, symposia, and workshop proceedings, to the Stanford Archive for longterm preservation. Stanford is also preserving papers from John McCarthy, Edward Feigenbaum, Nils Nilsson, and others. Carnegie Mellon University has an extensive collection of papers in the Simon-Newell collection. The Computer History Museum has papers and artifacts from the history of AI, and the Babbage Institute has many important papers.
AAAI has taken on the role of collecting pointers to digital copies of influential publications, videos (Buchanan, Glick, and Smith 2008) and other material that is physically archived at many different locations. That is, the association is creating a virtual archive for the history of AI.
Methods
We began linking to online information about AI several years ago from an earlier version of AAAI's information portal, AITopics (Buchanan and Glick 2002) . When it became clear that many articles and news stories (Dong, Smith, and Buchanan 2011; Eckroth et al. 2012) pertained to the history of AI, we established a separate section on AITopics for history, which has become one of the more frequently viewed areas of the site.
Many of the links that we found for the history section were pointers to papers that were influential in shaping the field. Several of these had been digitized and stored in diverse online repositories. We also found that some out-of-print books had been digitized and were available online. In short order, an abundance of evidence suggested that the
One Hundred Thirty Influential Publications in the History of AI Published Through 1950, the Year of Alan Turing's Paper "Computing Machinery and Intelligence"
The history of AI is a complex intellectual fabric of intertwined threads. The landmark publications listed in the shaded boxes on the four pages that follow represent many of the major threads and conceptual advances that professionals in AI regard as significant. Many others are listed under the "Classics" link on AITopics.
Philosophers writing up to the time of Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace used the concept of mechanized thought as a metaphor to help clarify the nature of the human mind and of rational thought. In this period there was also important work on probability theory, but serious work on post-Aristotelian logic did not start until the mid-19th century. After Gottlob Frege's 1879 publication creating mathematical logic as we have come to know it, logicians were able to define rational thought within formal systems that lend themselves to mechanization. With the development of mechanical devices of all sorts in the 18th century, the metaphor of autonomous machines became the subject matter for Mary Shelly's Frankenstein and Karel Čapek's R.U.R.
By the early 20th cntury, psychologists were collecting experimental data on human learning and thinking, and by the 1940s biologists were collecting data on the neurological basis of thought. By 1950, scientists from many disciplines, along with mathematicians, linguists, and philosophers, were using the newly developed digital computers to encode and test new theories. In that year Alan Turing brought a new focus to the disparate work when he boldly stated that machines could think. vast majority of important works from the history of AI could be found on the web (although many publishers charge a fee for full text access). What was missing, however, was a central and organized virtual archive that provided pointers to the myriad sources. We began the process of identifying the important historical documents by collecting bibliographies from several well-known authors. To the extensive bibliography that Marvin Minsky assembled when the field was young we added long lists of publications from the bibliographies of more than a dozen publications shown in the Influential Bibliographies section at the end of this article. We used our own judgment to select the most relevant references based on subjective criteria of influence and impact.
From the many thousands of publications residing in the union of these lists, we removed all that were published after 1993 in order to maintain a 20-year perspective. We also removed publications that, in our judgment, were not part of "mainstream" AI although they may have had a large influence on the course of science, or of a particuInfluential Publications in the History of AI Published 1620 Through 1898. lar science. Copernicus's treatise on the heliocentric theory of the universe, for example, is an alltime "classic" that changed the course of science but has no "direct-line" descendents in contemporary AI. Darwin's On the Origin of Species, on the other hand, is another classic in the history of science that quite directly laid the foundation for investigations into evolutionary learning systems.
We frequently found that one or more early documents predated a book or major publication that defined new concepts, issues, or methods. Rather than include all of this work, we rather arbitrarily selected one, or a small number, to represent the influential ideas. We used the 18 main topics from the AITopics website topic hierarchy as a first approximation of the main themes in AI. It was subsequently expanded into nearly 180 topics and subtopics, making up a two-level hierarchy, which we employ as an operational taxonomy of the field. The hierarchy is shown in figure 1 and serves as the site map for AITopics. 3 As we collect and organize the documents and pointers that make up the virtual archive, we categorize each resource into one or more topics and subtopics. At the time of the AAAI conference in August 2012, we had compiled a list of 1600 publications that seemed to have had a significant influence on AI research and practice. We solicited comments from conference attendees and asked the AAAI Fellows to send us links to their own publications that they, themselves, considered representative of their most influential work. Our collection subse- quently has grown to about 2,000 publications. Next, we began correlating publications in our list with online full-text resources. Nilsson's recent book ) was helpful as it contains many pointers to online versions. Several other links came from AAAI Fellows who pointed to their home pages. Some of the classic papers are included in AAAI or IJCAI conference proceedings, which are online. However, the majority of the 1800 publications were linked to online resources by way of a custom automated web crawler. We automated Google Scholar 4 searches for authors and titles and gathered the resulting links to ScienceDirect, Springer, ACM Digital Library, JSTOR, and other repositories. From this automated effort and the manual collection of links, a full 90 percent of the publications have pointers to an online resource. About half the publications also have pointers to full-text PDFs, although not all of these are freely available. We hope to increase the count of fulltext pointers, but most digitized articles cannot be accessed without cost.
Some older (pre-1970) publications have never been digitized. Because they hold special distinction in our history, we have begun digitizing several out-of-print collections, shown in table 1, and have requested permission from publishers to digitize several more.
Implementation
Resource limitations dictated using free, off-theshelf software. The website is built with Drupal, 5 an open-source content management system. Each publication is stored as a distinct record with associated metadata such as authors, title, publication year and venue, abstract, and in some cases, a representative image such as the cover of a book. Additionally, each publication is tagged with one or more topics and subtopics from the taxonomy shown in figure 1 Using a variety of custom software, 6 we were able to obtain full-text digital versions of 50 percent of the collection. About half of these digital versions were scans of the original hard copies. always perform as well as other commercial tools, low-quality OCR was quite satisfactory for allowing us to find interesting relationships among the publications, as described in the next section.
Preliminary Results
We now have a collection of nearly 1850 classic publications, most of which have links to external online repositories or to PDFs stored on AAAI servers, and all of which have tags from the broad topic taxonomy. Influential publications through 1950, the year of Alan Turing's seminal paper in Mind, are shown in the sidebar to this article to illustrate the kinds of publications contained in the archive. We have also explored various analyses of the collection. As shown in figure 2, we plotted the relative frequency of various AI-related key words found in titles of classic publications, as they appear over the years. We see, for example, that classics about probabilistic reasoning were increasing into the 1990s and classics about expert systems were decreasing, after first appearing around 1970.
We caution the reader against drawing unwarranted conclusions from the key-word frequency plots. The list of classics is a small subset of the greater universe of publications about AI, of which there many hundreds of thousands. 8 Also, after new lines of research have been established with some classic publications, we expect to see more "follow-up" publications than classics. For example, papers about expert systems continue to be published although the number of classics has declined. The plots show, rather, the nature of the The relative frequency of a key word equals the count of publications, published in a particular year, with that key word in the title divided by the number of publications from that year. Each key word is a composite of similar phrases. For example, "probabilistic" includes the key words "probability," "probabilistic," "statistical," "Bayesian," and so on. 1950 1970 1990 1950 1970 1990 1950 1970 1990 1950 1970 1990 Percent of titles with key word
Year of publication, one bar per five years vision artificial Intelligence cognitive expert system logic learning natural language neural network chess probabilistic robot speech collection of classic publications and approximate times at which the most influential work was being published.
As mentioned earlier, about 50 percent of the collection was downloaded in full-text form for our own use, converting scanned documents into text as mentioned above. This full text cannot always be made available to the public for legal reasons, but we are working on extracting information of various kinds from the texts.
Thus far, our sole use of the full-text subset is citation extraction. The full-text articles are searched for references to other publications in the collection. Many citations were missed, some due to unexpected citation formats or string matching limitations, but mostly because we only had the full text of only half of the collection. For example, more often than not, we do not possess the full text of classic books. False positive citations are minimal, however, because each reported citation was manually verified. Using this "who cites whom" information Each edge is a citation from one classic in the collection to another classic. Each node represents a single publication. Its size represents its PageRank score, which can be generally interpreted as greater importance or significance. A handful of the highest-ranked publications are identified in captions. Only a subset of the collection is represented here as we do not have the full text of every publication.
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Consistency in networks of relations Mackworth (1977) Fusion, propagation, and structuring in belief networks Mackworth (1986) GPS, a program that simulates human thought Newell & Simon (1961) A truth maintenance system Doyle (1979) Understanding natural language Winograd (1972) Scripts, plans, goals, and understanding: An inquiry into human knowledge structures among the classics, we built a citation network. This network, shown graphically in figure 3 , is able to highlight especially important classic publications. Some publications are cited much more often than others; conversely some cite very popular publications. Because the network of citations is similar to the World Wide Web -some websites have many incoming links, and some link to popular sites -we use the PageRank algorithm (Page et al. 1999 ) to analyze citations. This is a technique for evaluating quantitatively the importance of a website, or publication, based on the incoming and outgoing links or citations. Essentially, publications with greater PageRank scores are more significant because they are commonly cited or cited by significant works and themselves cite other significant works.
The graph in figure 3 shows each node scaled to its relative PageRank score, so that a larger node represents a more significant publication. The six highest-ranked publications are identified with captions. We expect that readers familiar with the history of AI readily recognize these highly-ranked publications and consider them important to the field.
By integrating the citation network, topic categorization, and other metadata, we have made a collection that is more than just a list. Within AITopics, the historical, the recent, and the entertaining coincide by integrating classics, recent In addition to publication metadata such as authors, source, abstract, and related topics from the topic hierarchy, some publications have citation links to other classics in the collection, for example aitopics.org/publication/truth-maintenance-system.
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news, videos and podcasts under the same organizational structure. The collection is integrated into the AITopics website in several ways. The classic publications can be viewed, sorted, and searched, just as any other publication, podcast, or video.
Citations from a classic publication to others, and vice versa, can also be found (see figure 4) . Additionally, when viewing a topic or subtopic, a reader can discover related news, videos, podcasts, and other online resources such as tutorials and overview articles (see figure 5 ). In essence, the integration of the classics and other information on the AITopics website contextualizes the classic publications.
Conclusions
Collecting a virtual archive of publications that have influenced the growth of AI is an open-ended task. Although many worthy publications have undoubtedly been overlooked, we hope to have included most of the main threads of AI research and a large number of the publications that are widely identified with the introduction of those threads. Linking titles to online copies allows students and other researchers to read these publications without seeking out physical copies, some of which are housed in just a few locations. Contextualizing the publications by showcasing related Related publications from the collection of classics are shown in a table. Although not shown, related news, videos, podcasts, and other resources are available from the same screen (aitopics.org/topic/robots).
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news, online resources, videos, and podcasts also helps students and others make sense of the larger AI field. Much remains to be done. Most importantly, there will always be justifiable additions and corrections to the list of influential publications, and we continue to search for digitized and freely accessible versions of every title. Part of this process is obtaining permission to digitize and link to full-text versions of hard-to-find material, which we continue to pursue.
Further analysis of the collection seems to be a useful enterprise. More sophisticated textual analysis may expose how new terms, such as "knowledge-based systems" and "semantic networks" have come into usage over time. More extensive citation analysis may show which publications served as the building blocks for significant threads of research.
We also hope to enhance the integration of the classic collection into the larger AITopics website. Due to our present inability to obtain or expose the full text in some cases, we cannot yet provide a public search facility that can look deep into the text of every publication. However, when we can link the full text of classics to contemporary work, we believe readers will find it quite useful to be able to find early explications of important ideas just by performing a simple search.
Assembling and maintaining the virtual archive of classics in AI is very much a work in progress. Suggestions for other work to include will be welcome. We also welcome collaboration to analyze the data we have already collected.
Influential Bibliographies in Publications
Publications whose bibliographies provided the initial set of several thousand influential publications in the history of AI. Authors included these titles for many reasons, so we used our own judgment to select approximately 2,000 that represent major conceptual advances, research breakthroughs, and experimental results. Also included are selected references from the papers in Machine Intelligence 1-6; 1967-1971 
Announcing the AAAI Chapter Program
AAAI is delighted to announce the establishment of the AAAI Chapter Program. AAAI members are invited to establish regional chapters that promote the mission of AAAI, including increasing knowledge of, and greater interest in, artificial intelligence (AI); promoting greater awareness of AI and its potential among the chapter's local community at large; fostering greater interactions between the chapter AI community and the international AI community; and promoting greater participation of and membership in AAAI by chapter members.
To kick off this program, members have recently established chapters in Beijing, China and at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. Chapters operate as independent organizations, but are affiliated with AAAI. Complete AAAI Chapter Guidelines are available at www.aaai.org/ Membership/membership-chap ters.php.
If you are interested in starting a AAAI Chapter, please contact chapters13@aaai.org, or fill out the application form on the AAAI website.
